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Introduction: 

On February 28, 2023, the Office of the City Auditor (Auditor) began a Performance Audit of 

the Parking Violations Bureau (PVB) –General Ordinance No. 1- 2003 (see Appendix A) in the 

timeframe of July 2017, to May 2023, with the possibility of increasing this timeframe 

depending on findings made during the audit process (see Appendix B and Appendix C). 

This Performance Audit examines:  

1. Internal controls 

2. Compliance with statutory requirements 

3. Record-keeping efficiency  

4. Interactions with the public and relationships with other departments and organizations   

    central to its business           

 5. Collections productivity 

To ensure that this performance audit has a reasonable foundation for the evaluations and 

conclusions regarding the functions under examination, timely and complete cooperation is 

required from the administrators and other staff of the audit’s subject.  

It is important to understand that the PVB serves both as a revenue source for the City of 

Syracuse and its taxpayers as well as a tool to promote public safety and convenience. Except for 

overtime parking tickets, each of the other violations handled by the PVB such as odd/even, 

parking too close to the intersection, parking in a bus stop, handicapped space or near a fire 

hydrant, etc. relate to safety.  

People who park on the wrong side of the road hinder snow plowing, emergency vehicles’ access 

and impede the ability of residents to have safe access and egress to their driveway. Parking too 

close to the intersection makes turning difficult and dangerous for other motorists. The bus stop, 

handicapped space and fire hydrant violations are self-evident in their danger to the public. 

Overtime parking violations, while not a direct safety hazard, do adversely affect the 

convenience of customers, clients, and vendors by occupying a parking space for longer than the 

permitted time. 

Parking tickets and their associated fines and penalties provide the only legal disincentive to this 

behavior. It is the PVB’s responsibility to fairly administer these tickets and penalties to help 

create a safer environment on the City’s streets and to provide a non-tax revenue source for the 

citizens of Syracuse. 

The management of the City of Syracuse, New York is responsible for the ongoing effort to 

establish and improve upon essential practices, policies, and performance to the benefit of the 

City’s Taxpayers. This duty includes establishing and maintaining and internal control structure 

to provide reasonable assurance that all applicable rules and regulations are observed, and that all 

appropriate corrective action is taken in response to audit findings. 
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The information contained in this performance audit is intended solely for the Mayor and the 

Common Council. However, this report will become a public record, available at the City of 

Syracuse Department of Audit and on the City’s website. The Department of Audit would like to 

thank the Parking Violations Bureau staff and the Commissioner of Finance who cooperated 

with this performance audit. 

 

Certain terms that are used in this performance audit may be unfamiliar to the general reader. 

To make these words meaningful to a wide audience, here are some terms that bear some need of 

clarification: 

Scofflaw – a person who routinely or repeatedly violates the law, especially one who fails to pay 

debts. In the context of this performance audit, this term also refers to unpaid tickets that are 

issued to such people. 

Contested - If a motorist wishes to dispute a ticket within 90 days of its issuance, that person 

may contest it through the hearing process (either live or through correspondence). 

Appeal–An appeal, on the other hand, is what a motorist may file if unhappy with the result of 

the hearing. An appeal is conducted by a panel of three hearing examiners, none of whom were 

involved in the initial hearing. At an appeal, the task of the panel is to evaluate whether the 

original decision was correct, not to consider any new evidence that was not introduced at the 

initial hearing.  

Dropbox – There is a drop box on the Market Street side of City Hall that people may use to 

make any sort of payment to the City, including for parking tickets. Such payments are posted on 

the business day immediately prior to the day they are removed from the box. Any late penalties 

that may have accrued over a weekend or holiday are removed prior to the posting of the 

payment.  

Lockbox - A lockbox is a service provided by a bank whereby a person may send a check or 

money order to a post office box number; bank personnel collect such payments, attribute them 

to specific ticket numbers and send a digital file to the PVB with the postmark date on the 

envelope as the posting date. The payments are deposited into the proper account at this bank. 

Skeletal Payments – Skeletal payments are monies received, typically without an accompanying 

ticket or reminder letter, therefore, they are not attributed to any ticket number. They are 

deposited but await attribution to a specific ticket or plate number. 

Invoice Cloud – This is a method for making payment to a municipality through the Internet 

using credit or debit cards. 
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Objectives: 

1.) Examine status and trends in the PVB’s revenue generation  

2.) Up to date, accurate and compliant record-keeping 

3.) Booting and towing productivity   

4.) Compliance with any internal control documents  

5.) Local Ordinances and New York State laws  

6.) Determine the effectiveness of current procedures of operation  

7.) Make recommendations, where pertinent, for improvement in efficiencies and to ensure 

compliance with local and New York state laws. 

Methodology: 

The information included in this performance audit comes from reports from the Automated 

Issuance Management System (AIMS) (see Appendix D) video interviews with the current 

Commissioner of Finance, and the current Director of the PVB, subsequent question-and-answer 

email sessions with the current Director of the PVB, personal visits to the Finance Department 

and the PVB, an interview with a senior hearing examiner, telephone and email interviews with 

PayLock (see Appendix E) staff, the IT support of EDC –the company that developed AIMS, 

the PayLock website, telephone and email interviews with Law Department collections staff, 

telephone and email interviews with the New York State Parking and Transportation Association 

(NYSPTA) members, the City of Syracuse website, and Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) 

websites.  

Some statistics in this Performance Audit represent annual totals of revenue, issued tickets, 

adjudications, (all from reports generated through AIMS) and booted vehicles (from PayLock). 

Other statistics come from the current Director of the PVB, the PayLock website, and the DMV. 

Where applicable, appendices will contain original source documents.  

Scope: 

The scope of this performance audit entailed reviewing the PVB collection activities, and 

procedural manuals that may exist, immobilization of scofflaw (see definition, page 2) vehicles, 

record-keeping, and proper attribution of payments received during the audit period (July 2017 – 

May 2023). 
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Background: 

The City of Syracuse PVB keeps records of parking violations issued within its jurisdiction, 

collects payments toward those violations through the scofflaw booting program, Internet 

payments and the physically-adjacent City Hall Payment Center, keeps records of those 

payments, inputs handwritten tickets into the database devoted to this purpose (AIMS) , 

adjudicates tickets contested by the motorist through both live and ex-parte hearings, and 

handles appeals of the decisions rendered in those hearings. In Syracuse, the PVB does NOT 

issue tickets or maintain parking-related infrastructure like signage, pay stations and meters, 

pavement markings and city-owned garages. 

Tickets are issued primarily by members of the Syracuse Police Department (SPD). Parking 

enforcement officers (PEO) are SPD employees (anachronistically called “meter maids” or 

“parking checkers”) who typically issue tickets printed from a hand-held device that keeps a 

digital record of the ticket as well as any supporting photographic evidence; the printed ticket is 

placed on the ticketed vehicle. At the end of shift, data from these devices is uploaded into 

AIMS.   

Police officers and Community Service Officers (CSO) – primarily from the SPD – issue 

handwritten tickets where the carbon copy is placed on the vehicle while the original is brought 

to the PVB for data inputting to AIMS. A few handwritten tickets are issued by Sheriff Deputies 

and other law enforcement agencies. Parking infrastructure is maintained by the Department of 

Public Works (DPW) and the Engineering Department. 
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Table 1 

 

 

As shown in Table 1 above, ticket issuance declined precipitously during the term of this audit. 

Even if the first six months’ total of the current FY is extrapolated, it would still be just under 

50% of the first year’s total.  

While the actual issuance of tickets is not done by the PVB, this activity dramatically affects the 

function and productivity of this bureau. Since it is not reasonable to attribute the steep decline in 

issued tickets to exceptional improvement in motorists’ behavior, it strongly suggests that a 

renewed attention to enforcement of New York State vehicle and traffic law (VTL) and City 

ordinances by the local law enforcement agencies would result in safer conditions on our streets 

and greater non-tax-based revenue.  

These figures came from reports run through AIMS (see Appendix F). Any future collections-

focused staff in the PVB could become aware of such trends and alert the Administration to the 

need to address a dramatic decrease as shown above before it reached such levels. Central to 

such awareness is the production of AIMS reports like these on a regular basis (perhaps daily or, 

at a minimum, weekly).  
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Ticket issuance is NOT performed by the Syracuse PVB, but examining the process holistically, 

it needs to be addressed by the Administration to restore previous PVB- generated revenue. 

During the initial years of this audit period, the PVB referred certain scofflaw tickets to the Law 

Department for legal collections of tickets in judgment status. By the time the PVB merged with 

the Bureau of Administrative Adjudication in July of 2021, this practice had stopped.  

Prior to the merger of the PVB with the Bureau of Administrative Adjudication (BAA), there 

were staff members who were dedicated to the task of proactive scofflaw collections. In the 

current staffing configuration, this is not the case. In the budget hearing on April 26, 2023, the 

current Director of the PVB seemed to recognize the need for additional staffing (see Appendix 

G -- PVB Budget Request). 

The PVB has statutory annual reporting requirements (Gen. Ord. No. 1-2003, 1-6-03; Sec. 15-

32 C, Q) (See Appendix H) related to the number of tickets issued, revenue collected, 

outstanding debt owed to the city through unpaid and underpaid tickets and other information 

related to the performance of the PVB. This report is to be presented to the Common Council 

each September following the Fiscal Year (FY) ending the previous June 30.  

The commissioner shall provide to the mayor and common council annually in September 

of each year, commencing in 2004, a report summarizing the activities of the parking 

violations bureau for the prior fiscal year, including but not limited to an overall 

evaluation of the operation, number of tickets and notices issued, hearings held, appeals 

requested, and revenue generated. 

When a motorist wishes to contest a ticket, they may have a live hearing or an ex-parte hearing. 

Hearings are conducted by Senior Hearing Examiners, Supervising Hearing Examiners, and the 

Director of the PVB.  

Below is a table of the number of adjudications performed by the hearing examiners of the PVB 

for the five complete fiscal years within the audit period and totals of the dispositions: 
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Table 2 

Adjudications of Contested Tickets by Fiscal Year 

 

 

The verdicts show no substantial five-year trend with approvals varying within a 9% range and 

denials within the same range. However, there is an overall downward trend in the number of 

adjudications performed.  FY 2018 saw 17,904 adjudications; FY 2022 had 5,964 – 

approximately one third of the initial year. Naturally, this is beyond any influence the PVB may 

have; if motorists aren’t contesting tickets, the hearing examiners cannot adjudicate them.  

The drop in adjudications parallels a drop in the number of tickets issued: in FY 2018, there were 

112,845 tickets issued according to AIMS; in FY 2022, there were 59,747 tickets issued – a 

decrease of more than 50% (see Table 1 above, and Appendix F). 

 

Auditor Note: For a motorist to appeal a hearing examiner’s decision, the appellant must post a 

bond equal to the amount of the verdict decided by the hearing examiner to perfect the 

application for appeal. This is an improvement on the previous practice of allowing an appeal 

without posting such a bond. Requiring the bond discourages frivolous appeals and saves 

taxpayers the cost of paying four senior hearing examiners each $125/hour to hear them.             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Status

# % # % # % # % # %

Adjudicatons 17,904 11,809 7,989 5,221 5,964

Decisions 17,904 11,809 7,989 5,221 5,947

Pending 0 0 0 0 17

Approved 9,664 54% 5,350 45% 3,643 46% 2,496 48% 2,738 46%

Partial Approval 4,043 23% 3,083 26% 2,128 27% 1,177 23% 1,332 22%

Denied 4,197 23% 3,376 29% 2,218 28% 1,548 30% 1,877 31%

FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021 FY 2022
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Administration Response – General Contextual Comments 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the recommendations made in the referenced audit. 

 

Three contextual comments seem appropriate before providing specific responses. 

 

First, the functions and operations of the Parking Violations Bureau (PVB) have evolved 

considerably in 

the last few years. It is difficult to respond to a performance audit of the PVB in isolation, that is, 

without considering the entire parking violations process. The current operating model requires 

integrated effort from five departments, each playing a critical role: 

 

• PVB office: Adjudication of tickets 

• CPC: Processing of payments; collections 

• SPD: Issuance of tickets 

• DPW: Signage/Meter Maintenance 

• Law Dept: Collections on remaining parking judgments 

 

Second, the audit does not consider or reference the impact of the COVID 19 Public Health 

Emergency. At the onset of COVID, Mayor Walsh issued a temporary suspension of metered 

parking, overtime parking ticketing, booting and payment plan payments in conjunction with 

NYS on PAUSE Executive Order (E.O.). As the audit period includes the entirety of the COVID 

pandemic it is imperative to review several additional years prior to the audit period as well as 

the beginning of 2023 through the end of the audit period (May 2023). 

 

Finally, although the initial Audit period was July 1, 2017, through December 31, 2022, an Audit 

Engagement Memorandum dated April 18, 2023, extended the audit period to June 2017 through 

May 2023. Some of the data evaluated within the audit was only reviewed through the initial end 

date of December 31, 2022. Where applicable, the Administration provides additional data in 

this response to cover the extended audit period through May 19, 2023. 

 

For example, we believe the tables in the “Background” section of the audit, without proper 

context, can be confusing. Below is some additional context that clarifies the circumstances 

during the extended period of audit. 
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Table 1: Issued Tickets Per Fiscal Year 

 

As previously noted, the analysis of ticket issuance during the audit period fails to consider or 

reference the impact of COVID. At the onset of COVID, the Mayor issued a temporary 

suspension of metered parking, overtime parking ticketing, booting and payment plan 

payments in conjunction with NYS on PAUSE Executive Order (E.O.). As the audit period 

includes the entirety of the COVID pandemic it is imperative to review several additional years 

prior to the audit period as well as the beginning of 2023 through the end of the audit period 

(May 2023). 

 

FY 18 appears to have been an anomaly with higher-than-average tickets issued - 112,845. FY 

17 had 92,074 tickets issued and FY 16 had 87,243 tickets issued. When viewing ticket issuance 

in this context, the 92,827 tickets issued in FY 19 can be viewed as on par with prior years and 

not a decline. 

 

Table 1 reflects 33,017 tickets issued in FY 23 through 12/31/22. If that period is expanded to 

5/19/23 that number increases to 59,471 which is closely approaching FY 22 (59,747). 

 

The Administration believes that the temporary decline in tickets was directly related to COVID. 

All relevant City departments and staff have been aware of the temporary decrease in ticketing 

and have been working diligently to restore ticketing and revenue to pre-pandemic levels 

within the constraints of local/state laws and City vehicle traffic. 

Auditor’s Response: The Auditor is aware of the COVID disruptions. However, businesses 

began opening in late 2020; the Parking Ticket Amnesty program occurred in September of 

2020; in effect, the entire business world began to reopen in late 2020. In FY22 (well after 

COVID restrictions were largely lifted), the issued tickets were 59,747 – still approximately 

32,000 fewer than in FY 19.  

 

Table 2 – Adjudications of Contested Ticket by Fiscal Year 

 

As noted under the Administration’s response to Table 1, the analysis of adjudications of 

contested tickets during the audit period fails to consider or reference the impact of COVID. As 

the audit period includes the entirety of the COVID pandemic it is imperative to review several 

additional years prior to the audit period as well as the beginning of 2023 through the end of 

the audit period (May 2023). 

 

Generally, more tickets equate to more adjudications of contested tickets. FY 18 had a higher 

volume of tickets (112,827) equating to a higher volume of adjudications (17,904). FY 17 had 

92,074 tickets and 13,601 adjudications broken down to 6,726 approved (50%), 3,325 partials 

approved (24%), 3,550 denied (26%). FY 16 had 87,243 tickets and 15,363 adjudications broken 

down to 7,974 approved (52%), 3,451 partials approved (22%), 3,938 denied (26%). 
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Table 1 reflects 5,964 adjudications of contested tickets in FY 23 through 12/31/22. If that 

period is expanded to 5/19/23 that number increases to 8,221 adjudications which has 

surpassed FY 22 (5,221). 

 

The Administration believes that the temporary decline in adjudication of contested tickets was 

directly related to COVID. 

Auditor’s Response: As noted in the Performance Audit, if motorists aren’t contesting tickets, 

the PVB can’t adjudicate them. Therefore, the Auditor made no recommendations related to the 

number of adjudicated tickets, merely noted the diminished number of them. While COVID was 

likely one reason for the decline, a more obvious one is the precipitous decline in the number of 

issued tickets, including during periods after the COVID restrictions were lifted.  
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

NOTE:   All the findings and recommendations for collections should be viewed in the context 

of the Syracuse City Budget structural deficit. Fair, comprehensive, and thorough efforts to 

collect the outstanding debt owed to the taxpayers by scofflaw ticketed motorists can potentially 

reduce some of the challenges caused by a declining tax base and increased costs the City faces 

each year in providing a fiscally balanced budget and minimizing the reliance on reserve funds to 

have to balance the budget.  

Administration’s Response – Auditor Note: Senior Hearing Examiners are currently paid a rate 

of $75/hour. Under the FY 24 budget, the rate will increase to $125/hour. 

 

Parking Violations Bureau Safety: 

Finding # 1 -- A safety-related issue: the Auditor noted that the only office in all of City Hall 

that a visitor may legitimately enter without passing through a metal detector is the door to the 

PVB. One need only read a week of daily newspapers to comprehend the potential for horrific 

danger with this arrangement. Armed individuals have entered schools and murdered children to 

address some decades-old grievance or some other perceived injustice. It takes little imagination 

to see that someone may find similar reasons to act in such a manner in the only office accessible 

to the public that doesn’t require passing through a metal detector. 

The relocation of several City Offices to One Park Place IN THE NEAR FUTURE will allow for 

some personnel of the PVB to occupy the office space left vacant from this move. These areas 

would be above the first floor, and subject to a security post and metal detector, but the staff who 

remain in the first-floor offices would still be at higher risk. 

 

Recommendation # 1 -- Place the metal detector immediately inside the public entrance on 

Market Street. Construct a new entrance to the PVB where the unused payment window stands. 

Alternatively, make the current public entrance door to the PVB for exit only, and create a new 

entrance from the elevator lobby. 

Auditor Note: During the COVID pandemic, and in the months after most businesses had 

reopened, the PVB wisely did not hold live hearings. When motorists wished to contest a ticket, 

they did so by mail – either postal or email. During this time, however, the written notices mailed 

to motorists still contained instructions concerning the scheduling of live hearings. The PVB has 

now resumed live hearings; therefore, there is no recommendation regarding these notices. 

Eliminating face-to-face hearings in favor of hearings by mail or virtual live hearings would be a 

sound safety-based decision, eliminating not only the possibility of pathogen transfer but also of 

potential violence or allegations of improper conduct.  
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Administration’s Response #1: The Administration agrees with this recommendation and has 

implemented a solution. The door referenced is now always locked. Any visitor must first go 

through the metal detector and then be buzzed into the PVB suite by the CSO or PO on duty. 

 

Record Keeping: 

Finding # 2- When the PVB receives batches of handwritten tickets, a staff member must 

manually input information from the ticket into AIMS. Then a different staff member must 

proofread the work of the inputter. Finally, the tickets are digitally imaged and filed. According 

to the current Director of Parking Violations, in January of 2023, 2,477 handwritten tickets were 

processed this way. In February 2023, there were 3,128 and in March, approximately 2,421. This 

is a labor-intensive process and data inputting is time-consuming and invites errors. 

The flow chart below illustrates the delay in time between issuing and input, the potential for 

errors, and the additional labors associated with handwritten tickets versus digital ones. 

Table 3
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Recommendation # 2 -- While the staff in Treasury and the PVB do a generally good job 

performing the task of data inputting, particularly considering the wide variety of handwriting 

styles of various officers, switching all SPD officers to issuing digital tickets on hand-held 

devices would reduce errors, free staff to perform other tasks, and with increased officer training 

and experience, expedite the issuance of tickets by police officers and CSO’s.  

Digital tickets also can contain photographic evidence of a violation. After watching the 

Syracuse Common Council Budget Hearing for the PVB on April 26, 2023, it appears that the 

current Director of the PVB agrees that this is an issue that must be confronted. At this meeting 

the Director advised the Common Councilors that the Syracuse Police Department plans to 

purchase additional digital hand-held ticket machines.  

This change can benefit motorists as well. Currently patrol officers often place the folded carbon 

copy of the ticket in the space between the car door and the car body, allowing the officer to 

remain in the squad car while doing so. This placement is not as secure as placing a weather-

resistant printed ticket under the wiper blade. Moreover, scanning the registration sticker to 

assign a plate number to the ticket is more accurate than printing a plate number on one. 

Additionally, the officer can check to see whether registration and inspection stickers are current 

and whether the registration sticker matches the license plate number.  

The switch to digitally issued tickets would also reduce the number of skeletal payments. 

Skeletal payments are payments received by the PVB but not applied to any ticket or plate 

number. This can occur when a motorist pays for a ticket before it has been input to AIMS. It can 

also happen when the ticket number is mis-input to AIMS; in this case, the actual ticket could be 

paid, but the mis-input ticket number would still appear on the motorist’s plate record (assuming 

that the plate number was correctly input). If the plate number were input incorrectly, it could be 

assigned to a different motorist unjustly or it could be assigned to a non-existent plate number 

and remain in skeletal payments until someone attempts to discover what went wrong.  

 

NOTE: During this Performance Audit, the number of skeletal payments listed in AIMS ranged 

from 8 to 19. Historically, these numbers are not unduly high. However, they could be reduced 

by having all officers switch to issuing the digital tickets. After training and practice, the time an 

officer spends issuing a particular ticket can be reduced, thereby increasing productivity while 

lessening the likelihood of unpleasant interactions with angry motorists. 

 

Administration’s Response #2: The Administration agrees with this recommendation and is 

actively evaluating and addressing handwritten parking tickets. SPD is in the process of 

purchasing $70,000 of previously allocated monies for additional handheld ticketing devices. FY 

24 budget has additional $220,650 under the special objects account some of which will be 

allocated to SPD for additional handheld ticketing devices. 
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Adjudications 

Finding # 3 -- When motorists contest a ticket, a frequent claim made by the petitioner is that 

there is some deficiency in the parking infrastructure, usually signage, that should result in a 

ticket dismissal or a mitigation of the fine. Per a conversation with a Supervising Hearing 

Examiner, hearing examiners often use Google Earth to determine whether such claims are 

accurate. In one interview, the Auditor asked about this practice, and received a reply from the 

Commissioner of Finance that it made no sense to pay someone to investigate the matter for the 

sake of a $40 ticket.  

Recommendation # 3 -- While it may be expedient to use the readily available Google Earth 

feature to determine the veracity of a motorist’s claims regarding the appropriateness of a 

parking ticket, the PVB should email a batch of disputed ticket information (without identifying 

the motorist) for weekly or bi-weekly investigation by a DPW staff member who should examine 

any such claims.  This will give a fairer and more current review of the petitioner’s claim. It will 

also inform the DPW of any possible need for repair.  

If a citizen who had not received a ticket had called City Line to report a missing or damaged 

sign, the DPW would surely investigate and make repairs if necessary. Why would they not do 

likewise if a hearing examiner made a similar report?  

Administration’s Response #3: Google Earth is used to verify in the event the City and/or 

petitioner fail to submit photographic evidence or if the photographic evidence is at odds. If PVB 

receives information of a missing or damaged sign, the information is reported to both SPD and 

DPW. The PVB will ensure this reporting is formalized amongst all Hearing Examiners and 

staff. 

 

Auditor’s Response # 3: Google Earth is rarely a current representation of existing conditions. 

The Auditor still believes that a more recent appraisal by a DPW employee would provide a 

more accurate (and fair) basis for a verdict in an adjudication. The Auditor acknowledges that 

when most ticketing is done by digital handheld issuers, the officer should endeavor to provide 

photographic evidence of the violation whenever possible.  
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Payment Collection: 

Finding # 4 -- STAFFING In the previous staff configuration of the PVB, prior to the FY 2022 

budget, there were staff members who specifically oversaw collections.  According to PayLock, 

the total amount of boot-eligible tickets (tickets that have aged to the point where they may no 

longer be contested) is $18,296,734 (see Table 5A). Currently, it appears that NO staff member 

has the sole or primary responsibility to collect this debt owed to the taxpayers of Syracuse. The 

result then leaves this very large debt poorly attended to 

 

Auditor Note: In this current staffing configuration, if all positions are filled, 13 staff members 

(including the Director) have responsibilities split between the PVB and Bureau of 

Administrative Adjudication (which deals with code violations).   

Auditor Note: This note incorrectly states the staff for both PVB and BAA. There are 20 

full and part-time positions (including the Director) who share responsibilities between the PVB 

and BAA. The audit analysis does not factor in the BAA staff. Under FY 23, there are an 

additional 7 full and part-time positions plus paid interns and summer aides under the BAA. 

 

Director 

Information Aide 

Vacant- Information Aide  

Clerk II (3 – one position is vacant) 

Legal Secretary  

Supervising Hearing Examiner 

Senior Hearing Examiner (5 – two positions are vacant) 

 

Please note that a Commissioned Report from Walker Parking Consultants in 2011 (see 

Appendix I), provided information that the previous staffing of the PVB in 2011 was: 

Director 

Collection Supervisor 

Supervising Hearing Examiner 

Administrative Assistant 

Information Aid (2) 

Independent Hearing Examiner (4) 

Data Entry Clerk (2) 

Typist  

Cashier (2) 

Clerk of the Court 
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This is a staff total of 16 whose entire responsibility consisted in the administration, adjudication, 

and collection of revenue related to parking tickets. The two cashier positions are now in the City 

Payment Center (Bureau of Treasury).  
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Auditor Note: -- During the April 25, 2023, Budget Hearing for the PVB, the Director did 

propose requests for significant staffing increases for the Bureau (see below and Appendix G). 

This request for an increase in staffing levels indicates that the Director of the PVB recognizes 

that increased staffing is necessary in order to adequately address the significant responsibilities 

and duties of the PVB. 

 

Auditor Note: This note points to the increased staffing under FY 24 budget. PVB will 

have 18 positions and BAA will have 10 positions. These positions will handle the adjudication 

functions of the PVB whereas all payment and collection functions will be handled by the CPC. 

As noted above, the inter-departmental functions of the parking violations process are critical. 

SPD administers parking violation tickets, PVB adjudicates, and CPC handles the collection of 

revenue. 
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While the payment center in the Treasury accepts payments, and motorists may pay online via 

Invoice Cloud, through the lockbox, and the drop box, there is more to collections management 

than waiting for people to make payments. Payments must be properly attributed to a particular 

ticket or plate.  

Additionally, the most egregious scofflaws could be separately contacted with notice that they 

are eligible for registration suspensions, as allowed by NY State Vehicle and Traffic Law, unless 

the unpaid tickets which are more than 90 days old, are addressed. Collection-focused staff 

should be dedicated to maximizing collections, but minimizing overpayments as are illustrated in 

Table 8. 

Parking ticket revenue has declined in each of the full fiscal years covered by this audit (see 

Table 3) with one anomaly FY 2020 which was affected by COVID restrictions. In FY 2018, the 

parking ticket revenue as shown by AIMS was $4,440,189.92; by FY 2022, the total parking 

ticket revenue was -- $2,953,955.98 (see Table 4 and Appendix J) This represents a total decline 

of $1,486,233.94. This figure is even more significant considering that parking fines had been 

raised prior to the final fiscal year of this audit.   

 

Table 4
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Table 4: The PVB has implemented a Final Notice to motorists who fail to respond to the 

ticket, notices, and penalties within 90 days. The Final Notice advises of the total amount due 

on a ticket, that the ticket will go to collections if they fail to render payment and that they are 

eligible to be booted once they have 3 or more tickets in collections. 

 

As previously noted, the analysis of parking ticket revenue during the audit period does not 

consider or reference the impact of COVID. As the audit period includes the entirety of the 

COVID pandemic it is imperative to review several additional years prior to the audit period as 

well as the beginning of 2023 through the end of the audit period (May 2023). 

 

Also previously noted, more tickets equate to more revenue. FY 18 had a higher volume of 

tickets (112,827) equating to higher revenue ($4,440,190). FY 17 had 92,074 tickets and 

$3,588,831 in revenue. FY 16 had 87,243 tickets and $3,494,300 in revenue. 

 

Table 4 reflects $1,636,051 in FY 23 through 12/31/22. If that period is expanded to 5/19/23 

that number increases to $3,118,691 in revenue which has surpassed FY 22 ($2,953,956). 

 

The Administration believes that the temporary decline in adjudication of contested tickets was 

directly related to COVID. The anomaly of FY 21 which has $3,477,149 in the midst of COVID 

was due to the amnesty program in September of 2020. 

Recommendation # 4: Any increase in staffing should address the need to have personnel 

dedicated specifically to collections and include people who have collections experience. This, 

along with an increase in the number of tickets issued, could restore the collection amounts to 

levels similar to the initial fiscal year of this Performance Audit. When factoring in the increases 

in fines effective October 1, 2020, the collections should exceed that amount.  

There should be one or more staff members in the PVB whose sole or primary responsibility is 

collections. The responsibilities of such employees would be to identify motorists with large 

unpaid balances and pursue legal avenues to collect the money owed to the taxpayers of 

Syracuse on their behalf. The responsibilities of collection-focused staff should also include 

ensuring that any payments are properly and promptly credited to the correct tickets or plate, and 

to be certain that the PVB does NOT collect more than the motorist owes.  

Collection-focused should also generate reports from AIMS to identify the more egregious 

scofflaws and contact those people advising them of the possible consequences if they do not 

address outstanding tickets. 
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Administration’s Response #4: As previously noted, in 2020 responsibility for all parking 

violation financial operations was transferred to the CPC. The CPC processes, collects and 

records all payments. The CPC does have staff dedicated to proactive scofflaw collections which 

includes/ included the booting program, payment plan program and collection company trial. 

The CPC also has a new Administrative Aide position dedicated to collections. 

 

Due to COVID, the PVB formally restructured under the FY 22 budget in July 2021. The 

Administration streamlined administrative adjudicative processes and enlisted the Director of 

the BAA as the Director of PVB. The bureaus did not formally merge. PVB remains under the 

Finance Department and the BAA under the Law Department. 

 

Auditor’s Response #4: Whether in the CPC or in the PVB, there does not appear to be anyone 

who actively pursues scofflaws. Such an undertaking is not suitable for part-time employees, 

paid interns, and summer aides. If the Director of the BAA was enlisted to be the Director of the 

PVB due to COVID, now that COVID restrictions are gone, perhaps the PVB should have its 

own Director solely dedicated to its missions. 

Booting: 

Finding # 5 -- The booting program is currently the only way scofflaw tickets are collected from 

unwilling motorists. And the income from booting has declined dramatically over the period of 

this audit while over the same period, the number of outstanding boot-eligible tickets has 

increased. Paradoxically, this increase in boot-eligible tickets has happened while there has 

been a dramatic decrease in the number of tickets issued (see Table 1). 

Below (Table 5A) is information provided by PayLock. This table shows data from the five 

complete fiscal years covered in this audit period. Shown are the number of booted vehicles that 

paid to the eligible tickets on the motorist’s record at the time of the booting; the total dollar 

amount paid through each fiscal year; the average dollar amount paid for each booting; the 

average boot-eligible plate list size for that year; and the total dollar amount represented by those 

boot-eligible plates. 

Table 5A 
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Table 5A – PayLock Booting Data: The Administration disagrees that the income from 

booting has declined dramatically over the period of this audit. Table 5A shows the amount 

collected during the first 6 months on FY 23 is on par to surpass all annual totals over the period 

of this audit. FY 18 generated $1,027,202 and the first half of FY 23 generated $1,009,040. 

The Administration disagrees that it is “paradoxical” that the increase in boot-eligible tickets 

has occurred while there has been a dramatic decrease in the number of tickets issued. The 

increase in boot-eligible tickets can be explained through the CPC’s focus on collections. The CPC 

expanded the process of reviewing and merging plates both internally and through PayLock as 

noted in the Auditor’s Note on p. 27. The CPC also expanded the states for which DMV records 

are pulled and populated into AIMS. Prior to this expansion, only NYS plates were sent to the 

DMV. Now 45 states are sent to their respective DMVs. 

Table 5B 

 

As seen above in Tables 5A and 5B, the average number of boot-eligible plates has increased 

from 32,326 in the first fiscal year of this audit (FY 2018) to 35,700 in the final full fiscal year 

(FY 2022). The approximate value of boot-eligible tickets on those plates has increased from 

$13,800,995 to $16,548,490.  

During the first six months of the current FY 2023, the value of boot-eligible tickets has soared 

to $18,296,734. Translated, even though during the five complete fiscal years of this audit, the 
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number of boot-eligible plates has increased by 3,374, and the value of those tickets has 

increased by $2,747,495, we have booted approximately half as many vehicles, and collected just 

over half as much money in the fifth fiscal year as in the first one. 

The Auditor acknowledges that some of this debt, particularly from older tickets, is unlikely to 

be collectible through booting. However, the increase in the approximate list value can only 

be attributed to new tickets. This indicates that more can be derived from the booting 

program than is being done currently. The drop in revenue from parking tickets can be 

attributed to both a decline in the number of tickets issued and the decline in booting revenue.  

(See Appendix F and Table 6) 

Table 5B – Value of Boot-Eligible Tickets Per Fiscal Year: The Administration disagrees 

that the increase in the approximate list value can only be attributed to new tickets but can be 

attributed to the CPC’s efforts as outlined directly above. 

Table 6 below is a graph depicting the number of vehicles booted for outstanding tickets sorted 

by fiscal year. 

Table 6 
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The above figures are the number of vehicles booted during the indicated fiscal years. The 

number of paid boots is somewhat smaller as seen in Table 5A because some motorists do not 

redeem their booted/impounded vehicle. 

Figures from PayLock (Table 5A) show that the number of boot-eligible vehicles has increased 

over the term of the audit period from 32,326 to 37,861. The outstanding value of boot-eligible 

tickets on these plates has increased from $13,800,995 to $18,296,734 (See tables 5A and 5B 

above). This demonstrates that the City should boot scofflaw vehicles more often than we 

currently are doing.  

Adding a pair of CSOs employed by the SPD to supplement the booting done by the PayLock 

staff member who currently boots these vehicles would add revenue to the city and employ two 

more city residents.  Their salaries and benefits would be easily surpassed by the revenue they 

generate.   

A pair of CSOs who issue eight $50 tickets and who boot five vehicles averaging $400 each shift 

for 48 shifts annually would generate more than $500,000 per year. It would also make our 

streets safer for plows, buses, and emergency vehicles.  

In the April 26, 2023, Budget Hearing, the Director of the PVB noted that booting was an 

effective tool for collecting parking ticket debt. The Auditor agrees with this. However, booting 

is under-utilized. A review of the booting records reveals that PayLock’s sole employee who 

performs the task of booting, does not boot on weekends nor does he do so late at night.  

 

Table 6 – Booting of Scofflaw Vehicles: Table 6 fails to provide any data from FY 23. 

however, the corresponding analysis presented below the table references the number of boot 

eligible vehicles from July 2017 through December 2022. 

 

Table 7 below is provided by Pay Lock giving quarterly figures for the number of days their 

employee applied boots as well as the average first boot time and last boot time.) A typical 

quarter has 91 days, but the average number of enforcement days as shown by Table 6, is 58. 

Moreover, the latest boot application is 6:12 PM. There are ample opportunities for additional 

hours within a day and days within a week for booting enforcement. This is more rationale to 

supplement PayLock’s efforts with CSOs who both issue tickets and boot vehicles during the 

same shift. 
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Table 7 

Frequency and Duration of Booting Enforcement 
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Recommendation # 5 -- Both the decline in the number of tickets issued and the decline in the 

number of vehicles booted can be addressed by hiring CSOs to both issue tickets and apply boots 

to eligible vehicles. A pair of CSOs can simultaneously ticket vehicles parked illegally and boot 

vehicles that are eligible.  

When the City began booting vehicles, SPD police officers did the booting.  The CSO’s could 

operate on hours and days of the week that the Pay Lock employe does not. Naturally, there 

would be a differential in the amount due Pay Lock between when an SPD employee boots a 

vehicle and when a Pay Lock employee does.   

Administration’s Response #5: As previously noted, the analysis of the booting program during 

the audit period does not consider or reference the impact of COVID. The booting program was 

suspended from March 18, 2020, through May 18, 2020, and was impacted for months 

thereafter. The Administration believes that the temporary decline with the booting program was 

directly related to COVID and is now increasing to pre-COVID levels as evidenced by Table 5A. 

 

Auditor’s Response # 5: Table 5A does indeed show a dramatic increase in the number of 

booted vehicles and income derived from them. However, it also shows the number of boot-

eligible vehicles continues to climb (from 32,326 to 37,861). Moreover, the list value of the 

boot-eligible tickets climbed from $13,800,995 to $18,296,734. This increase can only be 

attributed to new tickets because once tickets are aged beyond 90 days, they no longer incur 

additional late fees.  

Tickets issued in 2011 or, for that matter last year, cannot increase the total dollar amount of 

boot-eligible tickets because any applicable late penalties have already been applied. Therefore, 

the nearly 5-million-dollar increased value of boot-eligible tickets must be from new tickets -- 

even though fewer tickets are being issued than in prior years. 

Absent from the Administration response is any mention of using CSOs to both boot eligible 

vehicles and ticket unlawfully parked ones. This would supplement the efforts of the sole 

PayLock employee who generally boots vehicles only from Monday to Friday in the morning 

and early afternoon.  

 

 

Auditor Note: After a vehicle is booted, Pay Lock staff and an employee in the Finance 

Department both try to match the registered owner of the booted vehicle with other plates owned 

by the same registrant. They should merge all the tickets on any other plates into the same boot 

record. This Performance Audit conducted a random sampling of 25 booted vehicles, and 24 

(96%) of them were properly merged with the owners’ other plates. While this Auditor did not 

find an industry standard for this task, to most sensible observers, this would appear to be a very 

solid percentage and a finding of quality performance of this important duty. 
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Finding # 6– Our research shows that the only way the Syracuse PVB currently attempts 

collection from scofflaw registered owners is by the booting of vehicles. While booting is a very 

important component in the efforts to collect scofflaw ticket debt, it is under-utilized (see Table 6 

and Table 7 above). There are many more opportunities for its use as evidenced in those tables. 

Moreover, scofflaw motorists who no longer live or work in Syracuse are immune from 

meaningful collection attempts through the booting program. These motorists should not be able 

to evade collection because they moved to a different city or changed employers.   

Recommendation # 6 -- Registration suspensions are another inducement for NY motorists to 

pay proper attention to legal parking and payment of fines for parking illegally. They can also be 

another way to increase payment for outstanding tickets. While this Administration has not 

utilized legal collections as a method of collecting scofflaw debt, suspension of vehicle 

registration in accordance with Sec. 15-39 of NY State VTL could be used as inducement to pay 

outstanding fines. Suspension of registration can be another method to collect money rightfully 

owed to the taxpayers of Syracuse. Below is an excerpt from the Ordinance establishing the 

Syracuse PVB: 

• Sec. 15-39. - Certification of noncompliance; suspension of vehicle registration 

Suspension of motor vehicle registration. Nothing in this section is deemed to preclude the use 

of other suspension and/or denial of registration or renewal provisions provided in the New 

York State Vehicle and Traffic Law, such as sections 401(a) and 510(4-b) of the Vehicle and 

Traffic Law.  (See Appendix K) 

Administration’s Response #6: The Administration agrees the suspension of motor vehicles 

registration is an available option; however, the Ordinance requirements render it largely 

inefficient and ineffective. The Administration has done and will continue to evaluate the 

Ordinance requirements with the needs of the City. 

 

Auditor’s Response #6: As noted, scofflaw motorists who no longer live or work in Syracuse 

are functionally immune to collection by booting. The Auditor believes registration suspension, 

as done by other municipalities in New York State, provides a method to retrieve this money 

owed to the taxpayers of Syracuse.  
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Overpayments:        

Finding # 7 -- Overpayments have increased dramatically over the period of the Performance 

Audit, (see Table 8 and Appendix L) which suggests a lack of internal controls.  In FY 2018, 

there were 137 overpayments totaling $3,753.72 listed in the report generated by AIMS. In FY 

2022, there were 532 overpayments totaling $15,978.21 according to the same AIMS report. In 

the first quarter of 2023, there were $7,003.86 in overpayments. From the beginning of this 

Performance Audit period through March 31, 2023, there are overpayments totaling 

$70,649.73.  Keeping such large numbers and amounts of overpayments can lead to a lack of 

public confidence in the PVB’s dedication to being fair.   There may be a flaw in the web 

payment process, the lockbox, or in the timeliness of the application of a payment to a particular 

ticket by staff. 

 

Table 8 
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Recommendation # 7 – (1) A designated person in charge of collections would have the 

responsibility to monitor the Overpayments Report on a regular basis, to identify any issues with 

paid via pathways that allow for overpayments, and, when appropriate, issue refunds.  

(2) Before issuing any refund, this staff member should determine whether the money could be 

applied to another outstanding ticket issued more than 90 days earlier to which some or all the 

overpayments should be applied. 

 (3) Refunds should be issued where there are no outstanding tickets associated to the same 

motorist.  

(4) Greater attention to the details should be given to the overpayment reports until necessary 

corrections are made.  

 

Administration’s Response # 7: Overpayments can occur either because multiple payments are 

received or applied to the same ticket or because the ticket was paid pursuant to pending 

adjudication. Currently, refunds are being processed timely; however, the CPC had identified a 

large refund balance in 2021, primarily due to the lack of staff in City Payment Center during 

COVID. The CPC is currently working through this backlog. 

 

Auditor’s Response # 7: As noted, scofflaw motorists who no longer live or work in Syracuse 

are functionally immune to collection by booting. The Auditor believes registration suspension, 

as done by other municipalities in New York State, provides a method to retrieve this money 

owed to the taxpayers of Syracuse.  

Finding # 8 -- Monthly reports submitted from the Director of the PVB to the Commissioner of 

Finance (see Appendix M) contain no information concerning overpayments. This omission 

has led to the accumulation of $70, 649.73 in overpayments. 

Recommendation # 8 – Include overpayment information in the monthly reports to the 

Commissioner of Finance. Provide policy and procedures to mitigate this situation from 

occurring. 

 

Fiscal Year OVERPAYMENTS

# OF 

OVERPAYMENTS

FY 2018 $3,754 137

FY 2019 $5,906 180

FY 2020 $9,196 302

FY 2021 $16,015 601

FY 2022 $15,978 532

FY 2023 AS OF 3/31/23 $19,801 508

TOTAL $70,650 2,260
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Administration’s Response # 8: The Commissioner of Finance will review the process for 

overpayments and historical backlog and determine the need for additional monthly reviews. 

 

Finding # 9– Table 9 is a screenshot of the current PVB website that lists the schedule of 

penalties when a motorist fails to respond to a notice of parking violation. These penalties were 

updated effective October 1, 2020, nearly three years ago. This finding indicates a lack of 

internal controls when nearly three (3) years and the website has not been updated. 

Table 9 

 

Recommendation # 9 -- The PVB website should be updated immediately with particular 

attention to the Parking Violations Fine Schedule. 

Administration’s Response # 9: The Administration disagrees that Table 9 is on the City of 

Syracuse website, although we agree it is an easy confusion. The Parking page of the website 

includes a link to the Parking Violations Bureau local ordinance on a third-party site - 

municode.com. The screenshot shown in Table 9 is from municode.com. The Administration is 

aware that municode.com is generally slow to update, including this section. We have been 

notified that the delays in updating municode.com are due to COVID. 

 

The screenshot in Table 9 includes the parking penalties. The penalties were updated effective 

July 1, 2014. The fines, not the penalties, were updated effective October 1, 2020, and are not 

shown in Table 9. 
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The Administration will ensure the parking page of the City’s website is updated to include both 

the current fine and penalty schedules. We will also work with Communications to find ways to 

clarify links to third-party sites. 

 

Finding # 10 -- Recent changes in NY State Vehicle and Traffic Law (§ 1802. Receipts for fines 

or bail; installment payment plans effective June 29, 2021 (see Appendix N) prompted a change 

in how the PVB establishes payment plans. Motorists who establish payment plans at $25/month 

for all outstanding tickets prior to being booted, can avoid vehicle impoundment and any further 

late penalties (see Appendix O). Moreover, a motorist can continue to add new tickets to an 

established payment plan allowing for the included vehicle to be parked anywhere on Syracuse 

streets including bus stops, handicapped spaces, etc. and not have any increase in the monthly 

payment.   

Recommendation # 10 -- The City of Syracuse should join other New York State municipalities 

in lobbying for significant changes in this NY State law to allow judgments and impoundments 

for failure to comply with the terms of the payment plan, and to disallow amendments to this 

plan, including the addition of more tickets, once it is fully executed.  

Administration’s Response # 10: Pursuant to NYS VTL § 1802 payment plans, for those eligible, 

consist of monthly payments that do not exceed 2% of a person’s monthly net income or 

$25/month, whichever is greater. Once a motorist enters into a payment plan, they cannot alter 

the terms of that plan without reapplying. 

 

Finding # 11 -- The New York State Parking and Transportation Association (NYSPTA) is an 

association of parking and transportation professionals in New York State. At their meetings, 

members, lecturers, and vendors exchange best practices and current changes that affect their 

occupations and duties therein. Currently, there is NO employee of the PVB who belongs to this 

group. 

Recommendation # 11 -- One or more members of the PVB should join NYSPTA and attend 

conferences to learn best practices as done by other municipalities and parking professionals. It 

would also be a forum for like-minded parking professionals to jointly address reforms in state 

laws to make their efforts on behalf of their taxpayers easier. 

Administration’s Response # 11: The Administration will review NYSPTA membership 

requirements and evaluate having a member of PVB and/or CPC join NYSPTA. 
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AIMS Updates: 

Finding # 12 -- As the Mayor’s plan for license plate reading cameras (LPRs) progresses, more 

people with nefarious purposes such as avoiding tickets for speeding and red light running, will 

attempt to disguise their plates through glass coverings, mutilation of the laminate and placing 

the plate in disallowed locations such as the dashboard or back interior shelf.  

In addition to the Mayor’s plan for LPR cameras, there are numerous other LPRs on police squad 

cars, boot vans and at various toll roads. Currently, there are laws that prohibit such displays (see 

NY State VTL 402-1 Appendix P). 

Currently the only license plate ticket option in AIMS is NONE/ONE LICENSE PLATE.  

Recommendation # 12 – AIMS software needs additional options for tickets related to license 

plate display such as OBSCURED PLATE, IMPROPER DISPLAY OF LICENSE PLATE, 

and UNREADABLE PLATE.  All ticket-issuing personnel should be aware of improperly 

displayed license plates and issue tickets accordingly. 

Administration’s Response # 12: The Administration continuously reviews the administrative 

settings of AIMS and adjusts the settings as needed. The Administration will review and, if 

appropriate, add additional license plate violations. 

 

Amnesty: 

Finding # 13 -- From September 8, 2020, until September 25, 2020, the City of Syracuse held an 

amnesty program to induce people to pay the original fine amounts on outstanding tickets (see 

Appendix Q).  

Notable, is that anyone who has a ticket with a late penalty can take advantage of this program. 

Therefore, there isn’t any way to determine how many of those people would have paid for their 

ticket and late penalties without amnesty.  

The Commissioner of Finance informed the Auditor that Capital Collections Management, LLC 

(see Appendix R) was hired to assist in the collection of amnesty payments. Their fees totaled 

$18,554, which they deducted from their total collections of $36,380. 

According to AIMS (see Appendix T and Table 10) the posting date summary for the amnesty 

dates (September 8, 2020, through September 25, 2020) is $466,314.17. This includes ALL 

payments made during this period, not just people taking advantage of the amnesty program.  

Table 9 compares the revenue posted to AIMS during the Amnesty period to the same dates 

(September 8 to September 25) in the prior and subsequent years. 
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Table 10 

Comparison of Revenue During the Amnesty Period to the Same Dates in Prior and Following Year 

          Previous Year     Amnesty Period     Following Year 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Director of the PVB explained that additional money from the amnesty program did not fall 

within the dates of the actual eligibility: “There was a significant backlog of payments, calls, 

emails, letters that took until December to get through, the revenue in AIMS would be spread 

over that period.”  This may well be true. But it does indicate that accurate accounting for 

amnesty programs is problematic. 

Recommendation # 13 -- While amnesty programs may encourage a temporary bump in ticket 

revenue, it also complicates collection record-keeping (see Overpayments, above).  

Worse, in the long-term, it incentivizes people in the future who have amassed large amounts of 

unpaid tickets to wait for an amnesty program to pay. This means that amnesty programs may 

produce short-term gains at the expense of long-term consequences.  

NOTE: The Auditor discourages the use of future amnesty programs.  

Additionally, it is observed that, while overpayments were an issue throughout the audit period, 

they became a more pronounced problem after the amnesty period (see Table 8) and the primary 

paid via for overpayments after the amnesty was through Invoice Cloud which was introduced 

for the amnesty program. The very first overpayment through Invoice Cloud was 9/8/2020 – 

the first day of the amnesty program (see Appendix L).  

 

 9-8-2019 to 9-25-2019 9-8-2020 to 9-25-2020 9-8-2021 to 9-25-2021 

Posting Date 

total 

$175,230.74 $466,314.17 $146,020.16 

Non-cash 

adjustments  

$0 $3,985.90 $105 

Payments to 

Collection 

Agency 

$0 $18,554 $0 

Overpayments $1,390 $2,940.28 $1,141 

Net Revenue $175,230.74 $440,833.99 $144,020.16 
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Administration’s Response # 13: 

The Administration does not agree with the Auditor’s recommendation to unilaterally cease 

amnesty program usage and notes amnesty programs have been utilized by multiple prior 

administrations and if proposed require the approval of the Common Council. The most recent 

amnesty program raised almost $1,000,000 in revenue that otherwise would not have been 

collected. 

 

Capital Collections Management, LLC was hired, as planned, to provide a pilot project after the 

amnesty program was completed. The company was not hired to assist in the collection of 

amnesty payments. 

 

Auditor’s Response # 13: This response contradicts the May 2, 2023, email from the Director of 

the PVB on this topic. 

 

Data Storage and Retrieval: 

Finding # 14 -- While conducting this audit, the Commissioner of Finance complained about the 

Auditor generating reports on the AIMS software because this slowed the transaction speed for 

other processes like payment collection and ticket inputting.  

The generation of reports is central to the performance audit process. For example, without the 

running of reports, the above problems with overpayments would not have been discovered; we 

would continue to keep money that rightfully belongs to the taxpayer/owner of vehicle. The 

Auditor views the complaint from the Commissioner to illustrate a possible need for an 

enhancement of the database and/or server. This finding was confirmed by a conversation with 

Trevor Grant, the IT consultant who handles issues with AIMS. Mr. Grant suspects more 

memory is needed and/or that there is a bug in the AIMS software. 

Recommendation # 14 -- This database and server should be able to accommodate multiple 

transactions while reports are generated. This would not simply facilitate future audits, but it 

would allow for the easier daily or weekly production of reports by staff of the PVB. The reports 

generated through this audit could have been helpful to the PVB staff if some of the more 

concerning trends indicated in them had been observed earlier. 

Administration’s Response # 14: The AIMS software performs adequately to accommodate the 

ongoing operating needs of the City. The reporting extracted during this audit was atypical and 

exceeded normal needs. That said, many City systems, including AIMS are scheduled to be 

moved from physical servers to cloud-based architecture in the near future. 
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Written-off Tickets: 

Finding # 15 -- On January 27, 2023, someone in the PVB office wrote off 3,266 parking tickets 

in AIMS (see Appendix T). The value of these tickets was $188,359.79.  

The issue dates of these tickets ranged from 1997 through 2004. While the Auditor agrees that it 

would be extremely unlikely that payments for these tickets would ever be collected, it is the 

responsibility of the Common Council to expunge debt owed to the taxpayers regardless of the 

likelihood such debt would ever be collected. An example of this principle is the Revised 

General Ordinances of the City of Syracuse, Chapter 15 allowing for the elimination of late 

penalties, thus allowing for the Amnesty Program 2020. 

 

AUDITOR NOTE:  The Office of the City Auditor reached out to the Corporation Counsel 

Office, the Senior Hearing Officer for the PVB, the Commissioner of Finance and the Deputy 

Director of Finance/CPC in an effort to determine who made the recommendation, determination 

to expunge 3,724 parking tickets totaling $188,359.   As of May 19, 2023, our office has not 

been provided clarity and documentation to this directive.  

 

Recommendation # 15 – Absent any clear direction from the Administration at this time as 

to the directive and decision to proceed with the writing off the tickets and any potential 

revenue from the violators to the City, we believe that any cancelation or writing-off of debt 

owed to the City of Syracuse residents should be approved in advance by the Common Council.   

Administration’s Response # 15: The Commissioner of Finance has directed the City Payment 

Center to add the tickets that were removed from the AIMS system back to the system. 
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Reporting: 

Finding # 16 – Below, there is an excerpt from the General Ordinance establishing the PVB. 

The Auditor was initially denied access to even a listing of files on the share drive of the PVB 

which would have had a folder of any such reports if they do exist. After this denial of access, 

the Auditor was supplied with a spreadsheet of file names rather than a screen shot of folders 

as requested. Such a screenshot could have produced folders with useful titles such as “Policies 

and Procedures” or “Annual Reports”. As an alternative investigative method, the Auditor 

looked at the minutes of Common Council meetings in September of the audited years. This 

performance audit has not been able to find evidence of compliance with the reporting 

requirement detailed in this Ordinance. 

The commissioner shall provide to the mayor and common council annually in September of each year, 

commencing in 2004, a report summarizing the activities of the parking violations bureau for the prior 

fiscal year, including but not limited to an overall evaluation of the operation, number of tickets and 

notices issued, hearings held, appeals requested, and revenue generated. 

(Gen. Ord. No. 1-2003, 1-6-03; Gen. Ord. No. 9-2003, § 1, 4-21-03) 

Recommendation # 16 – The PVB should prepare annual reports concerning the above to the 

Common Council each September for the immediately previous Fiscal Year. Such reports 

should also show trends, referencing prior years to better inform the Common Council, the 

Mayor, and the public. 

Administration’s Response # 16: While the Administration believes the annual reporting 

requirement has been met during the PVB budget hearing, We will work to ensure PVB issues 

annual reports in compliance with the above-referenced Ordinance. 

 

Auditor’s Response # 16: The PVB budget hearing made no mention of overpayments, nor how 

they have increased in the past two years.  

Summary: 

This Performance Audit is not an indictment of any person or persons. Rather, it seeks to 

improve the processes, staffing allocations and awareness of the PVB. It is the Auditor’s opinion 

that the PVB is understaffed for its mission. Such a lack of staffing has led to an unawareness of 

significant problems such as overpayments. Since there are not currently any staff who are 

dedicated solely to the efforts of collections, the Auditor’s observation is that these efforts have 

lagged, and the revenue statistics confirm this. 

Some of the recommendations in this report involve other parties outside the PVB, such as the 

addition of CSOs to both issue tickets and contribute to the booting effort. Others, like 

registration suspension of scofflaws, involve what the Auditor believes additional staffing in the 

PVB should perform.   

The PVB has the potential to significantly increase non-tax revenue, while improving the safety 

and convenience of everyone who uses the City of Syracuse streets. 
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APPENDIX: 

Appendix A: 
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